Two severely disturbed adolescents, a boy of 19 and a girl of 18, were admitted to the inpatient service of the Jewish General Hospital, Montreal. They rapidly became inseparable, claiming that they were in love. Easson (1) strongly recommends total phy sical separation in these situations, but it was felt that this would be very difficult in this particular milieu. The alternative of sending one patient to another hospital would have meant the loss of an oppor tunity to tackle the needs of these patients for seeking and maintaining a close relation ship. Therefore, it was decided that the two patients and their two therapists should meet together for weekly therapy sessions.
mother, from overseas where he had been studying for three years, during which time his behaviour had become increasingly ec centric. Shortly after the rupture of a rela tionship with a 33-year-old man (his 'guru') he took large amounts of LSD and develop ed an acute psychosis. He was unintelligible, mute at times and showed stereotyped man nerisms; his thought content focused on the esoteric and the occult.
Michael is the second of three children and has an older and a younger sister. His father is successful, domineering and distant; his mother is intellectual, ambitious and overly involved with him. He had a lonely childhood, made a suicide attempt at age 10, but excelled scholastically and musically. He had a few intellectual relationships with girls but fled from any closeness. He was very involved with his older sister, and ob served her having sexual relations.
The other patient, Joan, is a long-haired, barefoot attractive 18-year-old, whose overt difficulties started two years earlier when she began experimenting with drugs, running away from home and being promiscuous. About a year before admission she had an acute psychosis which was possibly druginduced. This cleared up with outpatient management. Nine months of family ther apy had little effect on her problems and she was therefore admitted. On admission she giggled anxiously, was preoccupied with Eastern philosophy and had the conviction 436 CANADIAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION J O U R N A L Vol. 18, No. 5 that she was evil, yet she was not overtly psychotic.
She is the older of two girls from a lower middle-class background. Her father is a rejecting, self-righteous, tight-lipped man, while her mother, a self-supporting woman, constantly devalues Joan, who was a clever yet suggestible child. In adolescence she gravitated toward a delinquent peer group and began shoplifting at age 12.
Milieu Problems
Michael's psychosis cleared rapidly, and this pair of adolescents were soon observed to be constantly in each other's company, holding hands and openly necking and pet ting. Michael guiltily confessed to his ther apist that they had had intercourse.
Initially, this had a powerful impact on the milieu. There were two opposite unhelp ful reactions -angry denunciation and a tacit silent approval by not reporting the event in nursing rounds. The anger was directed mainly at Michael, while Joan's seductiveness was relatively ignored. Fur thermore, the silence led to some delay in dealing with the situation effectively, and allowed the adolescents to develop their relationship.
Once the conjoint sessions started there was again 'static' from the milieu, with feel ings of resentment that these two adoles cents were getting so much attention, which was cynically seen as a reward for their acting out. This led to a further distortion of the purpose, it being imagined on the ward that the conjoint therapy was akin to marriage counselling, that is, to help the couple in getting along better. Once again there was misconstrued approval of the two spending so much time together on the ward, gazing into each other's eyes. This is similar to Easson's report of ward staff thinking that being in love was helpful or curative to the patients. Many team meetings were devoted to expressing these beliefs and clarifying the purpose of the conjoint therapy -to help separate Michael and Joan. Finally, a rational team approach was worked out; this consisted of the nursing staff attempting to involve these adolescents individually with a staff member or a group, discouraging their spending so much time together and forbidding their being in each other's rooms.
Joint Rorschach
As part of the investigation, a joint Rorschach test, as described by Levy and Epstein (4) was administered.
The tests illustrated their dilemma. They only appeared to interact closely but actually remained involved narcissistically. In doing so each became capable of driving the other crazy, by causing ego disintegration.
Themes of the Conjoint Sessions
In the early sessions Joan occasionally became disjointed and incoherent, while Michael was sad but arrogant. They con fessed that they had had sexual intercourse and Joan alluded to her fears of being hurt, Michael saying he did it to please her; later an associated theme was Joan's conviction that she was pregnant. Their joint proposal was that they should marry immediately fol lowing discharge, and this reflected an un derlying fear of the dissolution of the rela tionship. The therapists, alarmed, attempted to introduce reality considerations and refocussed on the pathological relationship. Michael complied with this and saw the problems in their communication. Joan sad ly put the marriage on ice, complaining that she did not get enough from the relation ship, but both promised to stay together.
Joan became very agitated when Michael had his first weekend out. The next issue discussed was jealousy when Joan flirted with other male patients on the ward. Michael was deeply bothered and retaliated in kind.
The< following week they saw less of each other and were in better contact with reality. In the sixth session they were sitting a foot apart and no longer holding hands. The following highlights the problems of to getherness and separateness. The reaction to this highlighting of dif ferences and the beginning of separation was that the couple again engaged in a sexual union. Also, Michael presented Joan with a unique birthday present, a slave chain made in Occupational Therapy -a fitting symbol of her submission to him. This series of disturbing events resulted in Joan becom ing floridly psychotic, which greatly disturb ed Michael. In the next session he wanted to get out of the relationship. He said: "You led me to believe that you were stronger than you really are. You get dependent on me and I get dependent on you. It's more than I can handle. We were brothers, sisters, lovers, friends, everything. A bit too much." Joan's psychosis stirred up much conflict and led to contradictory management ap proaches on the ward. There was a paradox in that while Michael drove her crazy, his emotional presence had a temporary pallia tive effect. However, Michael was seen by the ward staff as a malevolent influence on this pathetic girl. It was finally decided to hold the conjoint sessions in abeyance while persisting with the physical separation on the ward, and after this Michael seemed to improve and preparations were made for his discharge.
Joan finally responded to ECT and anaclitic nursing care. A very gradual social recovery ensued; she remained in treatment out of hospital. She began a similar rela tionship with another male patient, but this has followed a much less tempestuous course and is far less symbiotic.
Two weeks after discharge, following his mother's departure on a trip, Michael de veloped an acute catatonic psychosis in which he mimicked Joan's slave-like pos ture, and he also requested to have ECT. However, since he responded rapidly to phenothiazines this was not given. He re mained in hospital a few more months and during this time he deliberately kept his distance from Joan; he rationalized the re lationship as a bad mistake and did not discuss her in therapy. Indeed he resisted all further therapeutic involvement, and follow-up was short lived. He had a further short admission to a mental hospital a year later.
Discussion

This conjoint therapy technique was used to meet the challenge of dealing with this very difficult milieu problem. Anna Freud (3) pointed out that when adolescents are in love their total libidinal cathexis is with each other, rendering individual therapy next to useless. The corollary is that it can be advantageous to see the loving couple together. By analogy with child therapy, one effective way of dealing with mother-child symbiosis is to see the diad.
A meaningful exploration of their sym biotic relationship was begun, and the dy namics of what drove together these two people with fragmented egos were clarified and partially understood. Michael cogently learned why his relationships with girls had strong overtones of reliving his feelings for his mother and sister. He was trying to rid him self of incestuous (mother and sister) and homosexual (his guru) identifications. Select ing Joan as a heterosexual object appeared to strengthen his masculine identity. He con trolled, dominated, and finally rejected her just as his guru had rejected him. For Joan, feelings of emptiness and unworthiness led her to this relationship. In fantasy she hoped to be filled up with a penis or a baby. Inexperience on the part of the therapists undoubtedly led to many errors. Whether the patients' course would have been less ominous if the later sexual episode had been prevented is debatable. Despite the difficul ties and despite the fact that the specific therapeutic effects of this modality cannot be assessed, it was considered a rewarding learning experience for the patient and for the entire ward staff; it is suggested that there may possibly be benefit in using this technique with adolescent pairs. Childish love knows no bounds, it demands exclusive possession, is satisfied with nothing less than all. But it has a second characteristic: it has no real aim; it is incapable of complete satisfaction and this is the principal reason why it is doomed to end in disappointment and to give place to a hostile attitude.
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